for the weakest topology on M such that all fonotions oc of C are continuous. Here <x + β and « ·β are defined on the common part of the domains of <x and β and, of course, belong to C(p) whenever <x,yeeC(p). Mapping (1) defined as above we have called a tangent vector to (M,C) at the point p. The set of all mappings (1) with addition and multiplication by real numbers defined by usual formulas (v+w)(w) = v(a) + w(cx), (a*v)(o<) = av(a) for any aeC(p) form the linear space of all tangent vectors to (M,C) at the point p. This space is denoted by Tp(M,C). . Por any vector space V the set of all vectors of V will be denoted by setV.
Proposition
1.
for vesetTp(M,C) and <xeC we get the isomorphism.
Proof.
It is easy to check that i is the linear mapping. Now we will prove that ipTp(M,C) = (Μ,0) ρ . let us take any tangent vector Z6set(M,C)p. Let yeC(p). Then there exists üer c such that ar e Cy and ρ e U. Thus there exist oc e C and Ver c such that <¡r|UflV = cx|unv and peV. Putting U 0 = D|nv we have 3r|U 0 =a|U 0 , peU o er c . There are o^eC, U 1 e r c such that 3*|U 1 = c* 1 |ü 1 and peU.j. let us put U = I^nU.,. Then we obtain y|u =«|u and .y|Ü = ot.,1 U. Henoe it follows that or|u actju, ρ e Ü e r c .
There are 6 r Q and a function j3eC which separates the point ρ in the set ÏÏ suoh that peV Q , UUV^ = M, /3(q) = 0 for q e V Q and y3(q) = 1 for q e V 1 (cf. [7] ). Now, we have (2) α -a 1 = ^(a-c^).
Indeed, if q e ÏÏ then (a-o^Hq) = 0 = >6(q ) (a-c^ ) (q ) ; if instead q e MN U, then q e V1 and #(q ) («x-o^ ) (q ) = (α -ο^-} (q ).
Let us apply zeset(M,C)p to (2) . Then we have = = ζ(JB)(<*-<*.! )(p) + p)z{o(-of1 ). Next, («-«^(p) = 0 because peU, and >3(ρ) = 0 because peVQ. Hence = 0 and ζ (α ) = ζ (<*.,) (cf. [7] ).
Therefore , Heno« we get that yeCy, where qeVer^. Then y :V--R.
Hence at once U = V. Therefore we obtain that q e U e r c . obtain that qeU 0> Therefore α (q) s« (q).
Prom ( Let us remark that Proposition 2 allows us among other things to introduce the non-classical definition of tangent bundle and cotangent bundle (see [3]) and to prove that the topology on a set induced by a family of real functions on this set is Hausdorff if and only if there exists only one projection of the tangent bundle of the differential space generated by the considered family (see [4] ).
